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B y  A. S. VenRateswaran and U. GanguZ~. 

A number of suspension insulator strings consisting four standard 
?en-inch units were tested, after ten years service, for deterioration. 
The results of flash-over tests on the units and on the strings are 
given together with measurements of the voltage gradient by means of 
a condenser bridge and an auxiliary transformer. Some of the sources 
of error and difficulties encountered are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The use of suspension type line insulators has provided a solution 
of most of the mechanical and electrical problems involved in the 
insulation of high tension transmission lines. These strings of 
porcelain discs, each fitted with a metal cap and pin, afford an almost 
ideal type of flexible support for the high tension conductor and 
possess insulating properties which appear to be practically unaffected 
by time of service. In the case of one large transmission line in the 
South of India it has been found that a certain number of failures do 
occur, amounting to about one per cent per annum, and it was consi- 
dered desirable to carry out some tests upon strings of these insulators 
which had been in service for some ten years. These strings were 
removed from points in a 75-kV, ng-cycle, three-phase line, where the 
failures had been found most frequent, and were tested in the 
laboratory a t  60 cycles per second. 

Each string consisted of four standard ten-inch cap and pin type 
porcelain discs for which the following information was sought:- 

(a) Deterioration, if any, of individual strings of four discs. 

(4 ,, ,( ,, discs. 
(c) Effect, if any, of changing the positions of the discs. 

(d) Increase in the factor of safety on adding a fifth new disc, 
+ in series, a t  the line end, 



(8) increasd in ;he factor of safety on adding a fifth disc. in 
parallel with the 1 ,  e end insulator. 

I 

In order to aspertain the above information the followitig tests 
were conducte? ibl the department of ekct r~cal  tccL-ol:gy, lnd~an 
Institute of Scienc/e, making use of the equipment recently &balled ir, 
the high tension testing laboratoms :- 

(4 ~ l a s h - h e r  tests on single units and on s t r i ~ g s  madc up of 
2, 3, 4, an? 5 units. 

tests on strings under approximatelv 

The transforriers are fitted with an auxiliary volt coil which is 
connected to a voidnetei for the purpose of indicating the high tension 
terminal voltage ddving a test. Pressures below 40 kV. were also mea- 
sured directly by /+cans of electrostatic voltmeters, and a Sinsley 

potentiometer was available for measure- 

EXPERIME&AL RESULTS FOR FLASH-OVER TESTS. 
I1 

found to contain one defective 

is the line-to-earth voltage then carried by three 

Subsequent t k t s  made in the field along the transmission line, 
by means of a portable testing transformer, revealed the existence of s a 

' 1 
I, 



large number of faulty strings. In  all, this amounted to about 9 per 
cent of the insulator strings tested, after a period of service of 10 

years. The exact nature and cause of the failure in these insulators 
has not yet been ascertained, the immediate needs of the service being 
met by the removal of defective insulators. 

Those strings which did not contain a faulty insulator were found, 
when subjected to dry flash-over tests in the laboratory, to be practi- 
cally as good as when new. I t  must be pointed out that no particular 
tests could be carried out to indicate the presence of any form of fatigue 
in the body of the porcelain. At  a later date it is hoped that some 
measurements may be made, using high frequency and high voltage 
resting apparatus, with the object of tracing signs of fatigue. 

Strings tested.-(a) Five strings each containing four Locke insul- 
ators were supplied by the Chief electrical engineer to the Government 
of Mysore. These had been in service since 1916 in the main trans- 
mission line to the Kolar Gold Fields. 

(6) One string of new Canadian porcelain insulators. 

Atmospheric con.diti0n.s.- Wet and dry bulb temperature readings 
were taken before and after tests and the average relative humidity 
recorded. 

The effect of moisture on the surface of the porcelain was found 
to cause variations of over 5 per cent. in the flash-over readings. The 
flashing-over was repeated until the observations agreed to within one 
or two per cent. and then four observations were made and their 
average recorded. 

Procedwve.-After a preliminary flash-over test a so newhat lower 
voltage was applied and the time whiA elapsed before the flash noted. 
If this was less than three minutes the test was repeated at a rather 
lower value of voltage. The  test voltage applied to the insulators was 
raised at  4 kV. in 10 seconds. 

It  is to be noted that the tests at voltages exceeding r 15 kV. are 
not quite normal as regards the potential of the system on account of 
the mid-point of the transformers in series, and not one end-terminal as 
should have been the case, being grounded owing to the design of the 
testing transfarmers each of which is pravided only with one high 
tension bushing. 

T h e  observations made on individual insulators and on strings of . assembled insulators after ten years service are given in the Tables I, 



11, 111, IY, V, &I, V l l l  and IX. Corresponding test data for 
unused insulators of the same type are given in Table VI  below. 

I I  

1 ; TABLE I. 

TNTAINING FOUR LOCKE SUSPENSION TYPE 

INSULATORS, ESTED AFTER 10 YEARS SERVICE I N  KOLAR 
TRANSMISSION LINE. I 

(a )  Dry1 Bash-over test on zndividual insulators. 

Flash-over Voltage 

Insulator number Kilo-volts - 1  Relatm E u m I ~ t y  

crest Per cent. 

I 1 
( 6 )  Voltatap withst@ 6y idividual inwkztors, without fishing-over, 

Lhe full presszcre, this voltage deing 

zlp at 4 k V. ~ P Z .  ro seconds. 

I ; I 1  
i i 
i 1  
I 

Relatlve 
Insulator Number 1 ~urn id i*  1 Remarks - Trn. s. crest per cent. 

' Broke down 45 nccs. i later. 

1 1  

80'7 114 

771 110 

81' 0 114 

Defective und. 

545 

Broke down 1 m 15 
secs later. 

76.0 930 ( ,, I 

3 

90.5 

93% 

1 

2 ,, 



TABLE 11. 

(a)  Dry  flash-over test on complete strikgs consist in.^ of iv~salator anits 
arranged in the order shown im CoZ. r.  

Insdator assembly 

(6 )  Voltage withstood 6y amh string of  insdators, without flashing-over, 
for 5 minates after reaching fall pressure. 

Plash-over Voltage 

Kilo-volts , Relative Humidity 
-1 

r. m. s. I per cent. crest , 

Nos. 2 and 3 [Line-end) .., 1 154 214 

, 3 i d  2 ,, ,, ... 151 214 

,, 1 , 2 a n d 3 , ,  ,, .. 202 286 

,, 1 , 2 , 3 a n d 4  ,, ... 212 299 

484 

438 

Insulator asxmbly 

- 

Flash.over Voltage 

Kilo-volts 

r. m. S. crest / per cent. 

Nos. 2 and 3 ... 

r, ,, ... 
3 2  ,r ... 
, , 3 and 2 ... 

Nom.-With the string of four insulators in the order shown it was found that if the 
voltage was built up with shorZ stops during the process the flash-over voltage was 218 kV 

2 

I 

,, 1, 2 and 3 ... 

~3 ,* ... 
,, 1, 2, 3and 4 ... 

144 177 

143 175 

142 175 

142 175 

197 1 43.8 Broke down 5 
m. later. 

196 240 

209 

I 
257 

48.4 Rroke down 30 
secs. later. 



TABLE 111. 

STRING NO. 11, CONTAINING FOUR LOCKE INSULATORS, TESTED 

AFTER 10 YEARS SERVICE IN KOLAR TRANSMISSION LINE. 

(a) Dry FLask-ouer test un indiaidual hsulators. 

NOTE. -NO. 4 was the line-end msulator of the string when in service. 

! Flash-over Voltage 1 

( 6 )  Voltage withstood by individual Insubtors, withozrt fi'oshi?tg-over, 

for 3 minutes after reaching the full pressure. 

Insulator number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Kilo-volts Relative Humidity 

r. m. s. crest per cent. -I  
81'3 115 75.9 

83'7 118 

81.5 115 

83'7 118 

Remarks Insulator Number 

Broke down 1 ru. 15 
secs. later. 

Flash-over Voltage 1 
- 1  Relative 

Kilo-volts 1 Humidity 

Broke down 50 sees. 
later. 

Broke down 10 secs. 
later. 

Broke down 1 m. 10 
srcs later. 



TABLE IV 

STRING NO. 11, WITH DISCHARGE HORN FITTED AT LINE-END. 

(a) Dry Flash-over test on conaplete strings consisting of fozr 
imulator units, aarrangea! in t h e  order shown ik. Coh I ,  with 

the voltage 6zilt $69 steadily. 

(6) Voltage withstood 6y each sstrig of inszlators, without j?ashing-ouer, 

Insulator assembly 

for three minutes. 

Flash-over Volcage 

Kilo.volts --I Relative Humidity 

r. m. s, crest per cent. 

Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 ...i 218 308 59'6 Broke down 1 rn. 
later. 

., ...I 217 3 6  1 .. 

Insulator assembly 

, , 3 , 4 , 1 a n d 2  ...I 2 3  329 1 ,, Broke down SO sccs. 
later. 

,, ... / 232 327 ,, 

., 1, 3, 4and 2 ... 228 Broke down 1 rn. 55 
sscs. later. 

9 ,  ... 1 217 319 

.- -- - Humidity 

Flash-over Voltage 

Kilo.volts 

I r. m. s, crest per cent. 

Remarks 



TABLE V. 

(a) Dry flash-over test on individual insulaiors. 

1 Flash-over Voltage I 
Insulator number / Kilo-volts 1 Relative Humidity 

I. m. s. ves t  1 per cent. 
-- 

82'3 115 ' 51 

defective unit 

defecbve unit 

83 6 118 

(d) Voltace withstood by individmG insulators, without flashing-over, 
for 3 minutes. 

Flash-over Voltage -- I 1 Relatire 
Insulator number Kilo-volts ~Hurnldity Remarks 

I r. m. s. crest 1 per cent. 

Broke down 1 m. 2 
secs. later. 

4 

3 

2 

1 Broke down 40 secs. 
later. 

NwI~ . -T~o  of the units in this string being defective, the test on the complete string was 
not carried out. 

78.5 111 

76.9 109 

defective unit 

defective unit 

7 3  9 113 

78'43 111 

51 



TABLE VI. 

STRING NO. IV, CONTAINING FOUR NEW INSULATORS 

(a)  D Y ~  flash-owr t d ~ t  012 i~zdiuidml i7z.wiafo1~. 

I Flash-over Voltage ! 
_ _ _ I  

In~zla tor  type and Kilo-volts 
rnmber  ' Relative Hun;idi:g 
- ~ 

I r. m. S .  

xrv LocBe ... ( is9 113 j 5l 

Canadian Porc~!x in  KO. 1. I 957 125 ( ,, 

,, S o .  2.1 94.3 133 I 66.4 I 

( b j  Voltage withstood 67 iadiuirizlal i~zsztZafa~~s~ wiihod flmAi?zg-ouw. 

.~ ".. .- -.-. 
Flash-over Voltage 

Relative 1 

Insulate; type axd namber. ' Kilo-volts 

I r. m. s. crest 
.- - -. -. - 

New L o d e  

,, ,, ... / i3.9 

Canadia- Poxelain No. 1. .. 1 89.7 127 , Broke down 1 m. 33 
sec. later. 

,, ,, 87.2 123 , 

,. b o . Z . . i  nZ 68'9 126 / G8 1 Brolke down 1 m. 10 1 sec. later. 
., >.  123 / ,. 

I 
, N o . 3  ... 88.6 125 ! ,, Broke down 1 m. 11 

sec, late:. 
,. ,, 87 2 123 I ,, 



TABLE VII. 

STRING NO. V, CONTAINING FOUR LOCKE INSULATORS TESTED 

AFTER 10 YEARS SERVICE IN KOLAR TRANSMISSION LINE. 

(n) Dry #ash-over test on imiividual Srsudatovs the voltagc 6 e i ~ f  6uidt up 

s lody  at the vate of about z kV. per second. 

(6)  vodtnge withstood by i~zrtivirlz,al i~zszlIntors, witlzout #ashi~zg-oveer, f o ~  

Insulator number 

.- ~. . . - 

( Flash-over Voltag* I 

Insulator number I Kilo-volts 
Relative 

Humidity Remarks 

/ r. m. s. crest per cent. 
- 

Kilo-volis / Relative Wumldlty 
-- 

r. in. s. crest / per cent. 
.. -- - 

80'5 

79.9 113 ,, 50 see. later. 

776 

770  109 ,, 1 Broke down 1 m. 3 see. 

i 80'3 113 
,, 1 later' 

1 1 82.2 116 / 61.9 



TABLE VIII. 

(a) D r y  fish-ouer test oft couzplete strmgs co;z.sisting o f  ~ O W Y  imzdator 

m i t s  nrmm~ged m skomz in CoZ. I .  

1 Flash-over Voltage I 
-- 

Kilo-volts 
--I Relative Humidity 

Insulator assemblv ! 

/ r. m. s. crest 1 per cent. 

Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

' '  I 2s 

w 2  

,, 2, 3, 4 and 1 
... / 221 

Iog 312 / , 

., 3, 4, 1 and 2 ... ! 222 314 

,, 4, 3, 2 and l ... 1 223 316 

,, 4, 1, 2 and 3 '... I 226 319 
; 

(6) Voltage withstood by each strhzg, without fhshzng-over, for 5 

I Flash-over Voltage 

Kilo-volts 
Relative 

Itlsuiator assembly H~~midity 

r. m. s. crest per cent. 

Nos. 1, 2 , 3  and 4 300 1 64-2 

,, 2, 3, 4and 1 1 212 300 

,, 3. 4, 1 and 2 306 

,, 4,s. 2 and 1 ... j 216 306 

,, 4, 1, 2 and 3 ... j 220 311 

Remarks 

Broke down 1 
m. 15 sec. later 

Broke down 53 
aec. later 



TABLE IX. 

STRISG NO. VI, COKT.SIXING FOUR LOCKE INSULATORS, 
TESTED AFTER 10 YEARS SERVICE I N  KOLAR TRINSXISSIOS LINE. 

I F l a sh -o~e r  Voltage I 

, Re!ative Humidlti- 
Insulator ~lumbe: I K i lo-~ol ts  

-- I per Celt. ~ r. m.  s. crest j 

- .. "~ .,.-,. ............................ ... .. ...-.., ........ .-,..- ...... -*.. 

Flash-over Voltage ! 
Relative 1 

Insulator number Kilo-volts i Humidity 1 Remarks. 

j r.111. s. ' percent. 
- -. 

4 115 1 43 Broke dawn 1 m. 35 
1 sec. later. 

i9.6 113 j ,,, ' 

3 7 i . 3  109 1 , Brake doirn 3 i  sec. 
late?. 

i6'5 

1 113 

1 i S . 3  111 ' ,. Broke down 13 sec- 
iarer. 

7 i . 6  
", . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  I. . . . . . . . .  
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VARIATION OF FLASW-OVER VOLl'hGfi (i)fiYj WITH NUMBER OF 

INSULATOR  UNIT^, I N  S~KIES,  FORMING K STRING. 

The  following results, shown in Table X, were obtained from 
the string arrangements given in (301. 2, w l ~ h  and w ~ l m u t  an arcing 
horn fitted at  the line end. 

The tests were restricted to a maximum of five discs in series, 
because the test pressure mas limited to 280 liV. (r. m. s.) at  60 cycles. 

The insulator discs used for the tests were Nos. I, 2, 3 and 4 
from string I1 aacl iSo. j from string No. V rste Tables I I i ,  iV ,  VII 
and VI i I  (a) and (b) for data regarding the Sash-over voltage of 
single insillators] . 

It was observed that the addition of the arcing horn did not 
alter the Aash-over voltage (dry) of single ins:iIators. I t  may be 
noted that when testivg ~ndividuai units one transformer only was 
employed on account of the relatively low voltage required and hence 
one side of the insulator (supporting a m ,  wa:; grounded and connected 
to the grounded side of the transformer, The !ine-side of the insulator 
leading direct to the high tension terminal. This normal arrangement, 
as mentioned earlier, was not possible when flashing over st~ings at 
very high voltages, [Cols. 3 and 4, Table XI. 

The  observations are given in Table X in which Cols. 3 and 4 
give the test flash-over voltage and 6'01. 5 Lhe arithmetical sum of the 
flash-over voltages (from Tables 111, etc.) for comparative purposes. 

TABLE X. 

Flash-over voltage (dry) for strings containing up to five units. 
Nos. 1 ,  2, 3 and 4 from string No. IT and Nu. 5 from string No. V in 
which i t  was No. I unit. 

Relative humidity 66 pcu c t d .  

! I Plasb-ovcr Voliage sum 
--- - -. - -- 

Number of units In 1 Assembly 
from Table In, 

Kilo-volts, r. m s. etc., without horn 
siring arran~ement  _- 2nd 62 per ceut. 

Wilb arcing Without humidity. 
honl. arcing horn. , . 



COncb.&~s:-(~) These experiments indicated the possibility of 
the existence of a considerable number of faulty insulators in the four 
unit strings and, as mentioned above, this was found to be the case. A 

high-voltage testing set was taken along the transmission line 
for the purpose of locating defective insulators in sit%. The causes of 
this deterioration are probably of a mechanical nature as there is a very 
large lactor of safety when four discs are employed on a 75 kV. line. 
The voltage togriiund is 46 kV. and the dry flash-over voltage is about 
five times this value. Even under unfavourable wet conditions the 
flash-over voltage is about 90 to 100 kV. 

The actual faults, even if caused by unequal expansion of the metal 
and porcelain, have not been traced. 

(2) These tests, on a limited number of insulators, did not afford 
conclusive evidence of serious deterioration of all the insulators which 
had been in use for ten years. I t  appeared that the effect of frequent 
arcing, and leakage along the glazed surface of the porcelain discs, 
was to roughen the glazed surface and set up a condition favourable to 
corona and surface leakage. Any deterioration that had taken place, 
apart from those units which had become completely faulty, appeared 
limited to about 10 per cent. reduction in the flash-over (dry) voltage. 

(3) I t  appeared safer, in rearranging the four-unit strings of 
insulators for further service, to exchange the positions of insulators 
No. 4 (line-end) and No. 2 as the latter is  subjected to the least 
voltage. 

Further, it was considered advisable to add an unused insulator 
placed (as No. 5) at  the line end, thus securing a considerable 
additional factor of safety. 

VOLTAGE GRADIENT ALONG THE INSULATOR STRINGS. 

A series of experiments were undertaken with the object of ascer- 
taining the extent to which the line-to-earth voltage was shared by the 
four insulators comprising the string and whether the lo years service 
had caused any marked change in the gradient. 

I t  is well known that under working conditions the voltage is not 
shared equally even by identical units on account of the capacity of 
the metal portions, caps and pins, of the string of insulators to ground 
and to line. 

The capacity to ground has the effect of causing a largercapacity 
current to flow through the line-end insulator, with the result that the 
line-end insulator then carries a larger proportion of the total voltage. 

, 



In the same way capacity between the metal parts and the high tension 
line causes larger capacity current to flow in theground-end insulators' 
and tends to raise the voltage across the insulators a t  the ground-end. 
In exceptional circumstances the earth and line capacities might be 
equal with the result that all insulator units would carry equal currents 
and voltages. 

I t  is evident and well-known that the voltagedistribution depends 
upon, amongst other things, the proximity of earthed conductors such 
as the tower structure, ground wires, etc., at earth potential and upon 
the arcing horn and other conductors at high potentials. A variety,oE 
methods of measuring the potential along a string of insulators with 
respect to earth have been described but it is difficult to select one 
which does not possess serious defects. 

In this instance the apparatus available and the desirability of 
conducting the experiments at  as high a vcltage as possible were 
the determining factors in the choice of the methods adopted. 

The methods employed were :- 

(I) A condenser bridge balance and 

(2) An auxiliary transformer balance. 

In both methods the voltage to be measured was balanced by a 
known voltage, the point of balance being indicated by the absence of 
a spark on making contact at the insulator string. 

Working in the dark and noting the disappearance and reappear- 
ance of the spark as the balancing voltage was varied enabled reason- 
ably close measurements to be made. 

I t  was found, however, that in spite of all the precautions which 
were taken, there was considerable lack of agreement between the 
voltage gradient measured by the two methods. Too much reliance 
therefore could not be placed in the data obtained and it was concluded 
that the true voltage gradient probably fell between that obtained by 
the two methods. 

The measurement of voltage gradients with greater accuracy has 
been dealt with by G. Yoganandam, and R. K. Sen (J.  Ind. Inst. Sc., 
1927, 10 B, 21) and G.  Yoganandam, (1. hd. Inst. Sc., 1927, 10 B, 
43) the former also giving a theoretical treatment of the problem of 

, predetermining the gradient under specified conditions. 



EXPERIMENT ON THE COMPARISON OF THE CONDENSER 
BRIDGE BALANCE AND AUXILIARY TRANSFORMER 

BALANCE METHODS. 

A string made up of old insulators and another of new insulators 
were tested under approximately working conditions, as regards string 
capacities, at  46 kV. between line and earth. Under these conditions 
the line-end insulator is  subjected to a larger share of the total voltage 
than other units in the string. 

The percentage of the total voltage (46 kV.) across the line-end 
insulator is shown in Fig. I for various numbers of old insulators, up 
to seven, and in Fig. 2 for various numbers of new insulators up to 
five. It will be seen t h a t ( ( )  the two methods give very different 
results and (2) there is no great difference between old and new insula- 
tors in this respect. 

( 2 )  Codmser 6~idg.3 at low voltages. 

On account of the somewhat rough determination of balance 
afforded by the spark ' indicator it was decided to carry out some 
experiments with the condenser bridge at  6000 volts line-to-earth. An 
electrostatic voltmeter was used to measure the voltage across the two 
variable (uncalibrated) condensers forming the bridge. 

The condensers used were made up of three tin-plate (24'' x 20") 
surfaces, the middle one being movable with respect to the two outer 
plates, so that one capacity increased as the other decreased. The 
plateswere suitably mounted on pin-type (180 kV.) insulators supported 
on a teak wood platform 3:--6" above earth. I t  is  scarcely feasible to 
use an electrometer or other form of alternating current galvanometer 
to indicate balance and consequently reliance was placed upon the 
absence of alteration in the voltmeter (across condenser) deflection 
when contact was made to any point on the string of insulators. In 
making an observation, preliminary tests were made to ascertain the 
approximate setting of the condenser bridge, after which it was 
adjusted until on making or breaking contact (to insulators) no change 
in  the voltmeter reading could be detected. This method of detect- 
k g  balance was found to be considerably more sensitive than was 
expected. 

Moving the contact along the string and taking differences in 
successive balance voltages gives the voltage across each insulator, . 



The  insulators which had been in se-vice for ten years were 
assembled to form a string, numbering up to seven units, and subjected 
to 6000 volts (r. m. s.) line-eartn pressure. The voltage at the cap of 
each insulator was observed and the averagl: of many i-eadings recorded 
and plotted as shown in Fig. 3. bt will be seen that this method gives 
the surprisingly high figure of over per cent. as the share of the 
total voltage borne by the line-end unit cven fsr a 5-unit $ti-ing. I t  
should be noted here that the auxiliary transformer method gives much 
lower percentages for tbe voltage borne by the line-end unit, thus in 
the case of a 5-unit string onl:; 25 per cent. wa5 carried by the line 
insulator, under the test conditions. 

The graphs in Fig. 4 refer to the same measurements made on 
unused insulators and do not show any large departure lrom those in 
Fig. 3 for the ten-year old units 

All these tests indicate that under the conciitions of these tests 
the second unit from the ground-end is the least stressed. 

In carrying out these. measurements two identical high tension 
transformers were used, one supplying the line-to-earth pressure across 
the string of insulators and the other the in-phase' pressure required 
to balance the potentials at various points along the string. Precau- 
tionis were taken to ensure a negligible phase-difference in these two 
voltages ; details of the circuits employed are shown in Fig. 2 of 
Messrs. Uoganandam and Sen's paper referred to on page 15. Thc 
experiments were conducted at  night, as darkness favoured accuracy in 
observing the condition of balance which was found by means of the 
'spark ' indicator previously described. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS F O R  TEN-YEAR OLD INSULATORS. 

The  strings of insulators aicng which the voltage gradient had 
been measured by the condenser bridge balance were used for similar 
tests making use of the auxiliary transformer balance method. The data 
obtained is shown in the graphs of Figs. 5 and 6 for used and unused 
insulators respectively. 

The  data plotted represent the mean of a very large number of 
observations but in spite of every precaution taken it was recognized 
that the ' spark ' method is limited in its accuracy. 



It is extremely difficult to make certain that the spark has dis- 
appeared when viewed at  a distance of about ten feet, but nevertheless 
practice assists the experiaenter to obtain readings under these 
conditions. 

As pointed out on page I 7 the auxiliary transformer method gives 
lower percentages for the voltage across the line-end insulator and it is 
believed that its indications are more nearly in accordance with the 
true conditions. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS FROM VOLTAGE-GRADIENT EXPERIMENTS. 

Tests carried out at 45,700 volts, 60 cycles, with narnal suspn. 
sion conditions. 

t .  The insulators forming a string of five units share the lineto- 
earth voltage in the following average proportions :- 

(Ground unit) No. I .... rg per cent. 
NO. 2 ... 16 ,, ,, 
No. 3 .... r8 ,, ,, 
No. 4 .... 21 ,, 9 ,  

(Line unit) NO. 5 .... 26 ,, ,, 
100 ,, ,, 

2. The insulators forming a string of four units share theline-to- 
earth voltage in the following average proportions :- 

(Grouxd unit) No. I .... 23 per cent. 
No. 2 .... 22 ,, ,, 
No. 3 .... 25 ,, ,, 

(Line unit) No. 4 ... 30 ,, ,, 
100 ,, ,, 

3. The distribution of voltage along the strings appeared to be 
practically the same for new or old insulators. 

The writers take this opportunity of acknowledging theassistance 
they have received from Professor J. K. Catterson-Smith during the 
experiments and in the preparation of this paper. 
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APPENDIX. 

EXPERIMENT ON THE EFFECT OF INCREASING THE CAPACITY 

OF TEE LINE-END UNIT O F  A FOUR-UN~T STRING. 

A number ol methods of grading the capacity of the units forming 
a string of suspension insulators are in use, one of the simplest being 
the addition of a second insulator in parallel as indicated in Fig. 7 (B). 

As  a matter of interest the voltage gradient for this arrangement 
was measured by the condenser bridge balance and the observation 
plotted in graph (B) Fig. 7. 

The same figure shows the gradient, graph (A), for four units 
only in serics for comparison. 

An arcing horn was fitted at the line-end in each case. 

Although arrangement (B) Fig. 7, gives a far more uniform distribu- 
tion of voltage along the string it rs not of much practical value because 
the flash-over voltage is less than chat withstood by the five insulators 
ii they are connected in series. 

The  flash-over test results for the two arrangements are given in 
Table XI below. 

TABLE XI. 

Flash-over voltage (dry)  for the two awangemeds o f  inszht~l -s  shown 
i7z Fig. 7. 

1 Plash-Ova ' Ki lo  KUaralti  withstood ?or , ~ d a t i i i  Eumidity 
Insulatar assembly three minutes 

r.m.9. per cent. 

1, 2, 3 & ( 4 5  (line end) 
I 

218 
I 

64 

1, 2.3, 4 & 5 ,, 285 I sufficient voltagenot avail- 66 
able. 

1, 2, 3 & 4 I 244 117 66 



Tota l  number of old instilatois m sfring 

Fig. I. variation of line-unit voltage. 

Voltage (per  cent)  across each insolalor. Tola1 number  of new rnsuiators in slring. 

. Auxiliary fransjormer. Fig. 2.variation of line-unit voltage. 

method and new msuialors. 
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